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PART ONE

. . INTRODUCTION

Attendance and_iOr^n.iize,tiqn ^of _Work

1. The neetin£ was held at EGA Headquarters, Addis Ababa, from 9-13

November 1981.

2. The meeting was attended by Businessmen, Representatives of Chambers of

Coinmerce and Representatives of Government from the following African countries:.

Ethiopia, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia> Libyan Arrcb Jamahiriy".

Nigeria, United Republic of Cameroon and Zimbabwe. Also attending were

representatives of the 0AU5 ITC, UNIDO and ILO.

Opening Session

3= The Seminar was officially opened by Mr. Jlarc Manirakiza, Deputy Executive

Secretary of the ECA.

k In welconing the participants, the Seputy Executive Secretary expressed his
appreciation for the attendance of participants who had not only left behind

vital business commitments but also had to finance their own participation.
He gave a brief over view of the.economic situation in Africa and emphasized
that to achieve self-sustaining growth and development it was necessary to re

orientate the economic system in the region which held so much emphasis on the
export of primary commodities. Self-sustaining growth as advocated by the Lagos
Plan of Action called for increased in goods and services using raw materials.
It was therefore necessary for governments to develop and replace foreign factor
imputs with local ones, encourage production of poods and services to meet local

needs and promote indigenous entrepreneurship at all levels.

5 He expressed the view that the seminar might wish to examine the machinery,
incentive schemes and other programmes formulated by national governments .-co

assist indigenous entrepreneurship and to asses their effectiveness. This was ^

because indigenous entrepreneurship was still not developing Unspite of incentive

schemes promulgated by virtually all African governments.

6 He stressed that the seminar focused on industrial entrepreneurship
because it had ,a lot of advantages including"the potential" which manufacturing

offers in increases in output due to technological improvements; manufacturing,

also resulted in reduction of economic costs which was vital for Africa1s
vulnerable economy which was largely dependent on the export of primary

commodities. Manufacturing was also characterized by economies of large scale
production and created more opportunities for employment and product diversification.

He felt that the problems of Small Scale Entrepreneurs.merited special consideration

in view of the importance of this sector as the"-primary training ground Tor the

indigenous entrepreneural sector.
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7 He concluded by directing the seminar to make concrete recommendations
for consideration by African governments, associations of indigenous businessmen,
national institutions and international organizztions. These recommendations
should focus on entrepreneurial capabilities in Africa together with constraints
that impeded its growth ac veil as ways and mewis of activating and sustaining
it They should also formulate guidelines on promotional measures aimed at
upgrading African entrepreneurship. Finally he hoped that participants would
take advantage of the semianr oo forge closer links and promote co-operation

for greater intra-African industrial production and trade.

8 Ato Betru Gebregziabher, Vice President of the EthiopianCChambers of
Commerce and President of the Addis Ababa Chambers of Commerce spoke next and
welcomed the participants to Addis Ababa. He expressed appreciation for the
initiative taken by ECA to organize the seminar and by assigning its experts
to study ways and means of promoting African indigenous entrepreneurship.

9 He referred to an earlier symposium held in Addis Ababa by African
Chambers of Commerce which proposed <:he formation of a Federation of an African

Chambers of Commerce by 1985 as a positive step towards improving African
entrepreneurshkp as well as the implementation of the Lagos Plan of Action. He
emphasized the importance of intra-African trade and stated that the vertical
linkages of trade structure in most African countries with the metropolitan
countries have affected the mode of production, infrastructure development
and consumption patterns and have made most African economies to remain mere

appendages of the industrialized rations.

10. Finally he urged participants to take advantage of the opportunity offered
by the seminar to forge closer links among themselves in order to attain the
goals spelt out for indigenous entrepreneurshkp under the Lagos Plan of Action.

Election of Seminar Officials

11. The following vera elected ■

Chairman: Mr. Betru Gebregziabher Ethiopia

First Vice-Chairman Mr. Abner Batsch Zimbabwe

Second Vice-Chariman Mr. Diong Amadou Ivory Coast

Rapporteur Mr. Mohamed Alnaas Libya Jamhiriya

Adoption of Agenda and Organization of Work

12. IZv- following agenda was adopted :

1. Opening of the Meeting: Statement by the Executive Secretary, Economic
Commission for Africa.

2. Election of Seminar officials; Chairman, two Viee-Chairmen and Rapporteur

3. Adoption of Agenda and Organization of Work
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k. Presentation of the Basic Document, "Report of a Survey on Development
of Industrial Entrepreneurship in Africa - A Sunthesis" by Consultant

- Development of entrepreneurial capabilities in the public sector

- Indigenous private industrial entrepreneurial capabilities
- Foreign investors and entreprenejrship

. - Joiirc ventures end entrepreneurship

- Development of capabilities for small-scale industrial entrepreneurs

5. Presentationoof other papers on related issues:

- The Role of the Private Sector in the Implementation of the Lagos Plan
of Actior. by ECA secretariat.

- Development of Indigenous Entrepreneurial Capability in Africa by ECA
secretariat.

Country papers

o. Discussion of the Basic Document and other related papers

Proposed P^n-African Association of Industrialists and Merchants

Working Group meetings for preparation of action programmes and strategies

Presentation of Comnittee reports ' ■ ■ :

Excursion sponsored by the Ethiopian chambers of Commerce

Any other business

Consideration and adoption of report

Closing session

7

8.

9.

10.

II.

12.

13.
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PART TI?O

ACCOUNT OF PLENARY PROCEEDINGS

Presentation of the basic document prepared by EGA Consultant (Agenda item h)

15. The basic document for the seminar entitled "Report of a Survey on

Development of Industrial Entrepreneurship in Africa - a synthesis (ECA/SAB.l/VP/l

and ECA/CMI.6-/INR/WP/5) was presented by the Consultant ".ir. George Mbowe. In

his presentation Mr. Mbowe stressed that the salient, points of the paper fell into

six parts9 namely:

- Entrepreneurial Role of State Enterprises

- Entrepreneurial Role of Indigenous Private Sector

- Foreign Investors and Entrepreneurship

-■ Entrepreneurshkp through Joint Ventures

- Small-Scale Industry Entrepreneurship

- Very small Scale Indignous Entrepreneurship

Presentation of other documents (Agenda item 5)

16. The next paper entitled the "Role of the Private Sector in the Implementation

or the Lagos Plan of Action" (PAMM/AB/2/81) was presented by the ECA Secretariat.

In presenting the paper he stated that the LPA aimed at the exploitation of the

region*s national resources and the moblization of its human and material resources

to generate aceelerated self-sustaining growth and development. In strategic

terms this meant among other things the reorientation of Africa's entrepreneurial

skills and investment preferences from the traditional import/export pattern,

real estate into productive manufacturing ventures. The first task was for a

full understanding of the LPA publicity in the various African countries vas

essential. The LPA called for investment in local processing of raw materials

into finished.products. The plan offered opportunities for food processing

and other secondary industries as veil as-technology transfer and adaptation.

There were also promising prospects for intra-African trade as well as the

formation of joint venturer, by indigenous entrepreneurs across national

frontiers. He outlined some of the constraints under vhic, private

entrepreneurs operated and expressed the hope that the seninar would make concrete

proposals and that concerted effort would be taken by all involved to strengthen

it. .

17. The next paper presented was ''Development of Indigenous Entrepreneurship

capability in Africa .(PAMM/AB/3/81) t;by the ECA Secretariat. The Secretariat

stressed the importance of indigenous entrepreneurship in Africa which was presently

at a low level. Governments could do a lot to promote indigenous entrepreneurship

by providing training facilities information and data to biisinessmen. R & D

Institutions also had a role to play. Similarly public corporations and big

companies could help by sub-contrasting, providing technical assistance including

the secondment of surplus staff to young companies- Businessmen themselves should

learn to stand on their own fast and should join busnessmen Associations including
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Chambers of Commerce. It appeared that the various incentive schemes of
government were not producing the designed results and the seminar should

examine their effectiveness.

Discussions of the basic documents and other related papers (agenda item 6)

18 In th* discussions that followed the presentation of papers BCA/SAH.l/IBR/
WP 1 PAMM AB/3/81 by the consultant and the Secretariat, delegates commented
their claeity and quality. They made a number of pertinent comments to clarify -
and modify certain points,raised a number of problems they encounter as
entrepreneurs and offered several suggestions with a view to overcoming such

problems.

19 There was some difficulty in defining a small businessin the African context.
Several definitions were mentioned including that of the World Bankwhich was
based on a financial criteria. It was felt that a flexible definition was the^
best but at the same time the seminar should not be bogged down on definition issues.

20. Many Governments did not favour the emergence of indigenous entrepreneurs

as this might create an army of tycoons - hence direct State intervention in

production ventures was gaining ground.

21. Training was important for the development of indigenous entrepreneurship.
Small companies should be assisted with scholarships to improve the skills and
capabilities of their workers. Governments should also ensure that small firms
benefit from bilateral assistance offered by foreign countries.

"2 The EGA Secretariat was commended for its two papers which focussed
on real problems faced by indigenous entrepreneurs. ECA was also commended for
the initiative it took to arrange the seminar in recognition of the dynamic role

of private entrepreneurship.

-n The role of the private sector in the implementation of the LPA was important.
As'far as publicity to the LPA was concerned it was felt that ECA andnational _
governments could do more. Ufl Information Centres in the various African countries
could be used to publicize the LPA and publicity should also be given in schools

and universities,

24 African businessmen in some countries did not have a full picture of national
problems and were not given the opportunity to propose solutions. The lac* of
information was critical. In some countries vital information was provided to

foreign businessmen and not to indigenous ones.

25. Tbere was a pressing need for a Federation of African Industrialists
and merchants to promote a more co-ordinated and integrated pattern^of development.
Further meetings and exchange of views by indigenous entrepreneurswill help
to consolidate Africa's struggle for economic self-reliance.

26. Though African countries lacked adequately trained manpower they do not
iaake maximum use of the available skills. No effort was being made to encourage
the return of trained Africans abroad. Qualified African abroad should be encouraged
to return home even if not to their countries of origin. It was pointed out that
there were over >*09000 such persons in Europe alone and Businessmen could assist
through a number of ways including recruitment under their expatriate recruitment

quota.
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27. The poor state and quality of African entrepreneurship was inpart

attributed to Africa's social and cultural tradition and environment which

tended to affect and retard the development of African entrepreneurship.

Citing the success of Japan and Korea it was noted that entrepreneurship

depended largely on human effort. Japan for instance had the right culture and

leadership. Right leadership and political stability are necessary ingredients

for the development of entrepreneurship and its success in Africa,

28. It was pointed out that Africa had great potentialities for small-scale

manufacturing entreprises and that advantage should be taken of the abudant talents

to set up a large ssig13-scale industrial base. African countries must be prepared

to develop and acquire the industrial habit,

29. Discussing the problems of African entrepreneurs,.it was noted that Governments

were not doing much to foster "*ts growth. Although soiiie measures had been taken

by governmstns through the establishment of credit banks in both vrban and rural

areas as well as other incentive schemes such as the establishment of industrial

Estates and tax relief measures, the attitude of responsible public servants

charged with the operation of there schemes has not been condusive to the promotion ,

and development of entrepreneurship. Officials in Ministres of Industries and other

relevant departments do not have the capabilities to provide adequately the services

required by indegencms entrepreneurs. It was important that these services should

b'e provided by civil servants with the requisite training and expertise. It was ■

suggested that the civil service should be able to attract experienced personnel

from the private sector to provide this needed service.

30. On the over-all question of training it was pointed out that Africa's trained

manpower is usually foreign oriented. Training was not generally geared or related^

to the needs of Africa

31. Governments should be able to assist entrepreneurship and industrial development

through extension services as it is done for farmers. Such services could relate

to the acquisition of r&v iw.terial.j, storage facilities 9 marketing of products 3

traininga technical assistance in the development of their entreprises, choice and

acquisition of equipment as well as import licences for capital goods.

32. Businessmen and entrepreneurs should enjoy the confidence of governments and

should be recognized as important partners and contributors in the development

process, in the creation of jobs?, production of goods and services needed by the

society and in the improvement of the living standards.

33. It was suggested that African governments should undertake a natural ■ -

resource survey to enable entrepreneurs, to know what resources and raw materials

are available for local manufacture.1 Entrepreneurs should be assisted to make use t

of available resources which offered great prospacts for multifarious small scale

industrial projects. Governments should therefore create the necessary infrastructure

to facilitate the activities of entrepreneurs. This should not be left to businessmen

alone.

34. On their part, businessmen should organize themselves so that they can present

p. imited front to government, They should therefore join the Businessmen Associations

which serve as a bridge between government and the business"community. It was also

pointed out that several businessmen had not lived up to expectation. They have

misused credit granted to them and indulged in ostentatious living. Businessmen

must also endeavour to help governments.
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35 It was pointed out that entrepreneurs or industrialists were capable of providing

great assistance to Governments in the formulation of economic development policies
and programmes and in their effective implementation. However Governments in
some countries were not making adequate use of entrepreneurs in their planning activities
For instance, in some countries they are not consulted on aspects of the "budget or

the National Development Plan, Governments must cultivate the right attitudes towards

industrialists and be,able to confide in them. In some countries, government assistance
to the private sector has been confined to small-scale enterprises. ^The big^enter
prises have no such assistance, These organizations also needed assistance including
the provision of information, and technical assistance and advice in the conduct

of their operations. Sometimes their demands for capital exceeded the capacity^
of local banks and governments assistance was necessary to secure needed financing. The

bigger indigenous enterprises suffered undue discrimination in favour of expatriate
entrepreneurs in seeking loans from local banks. While indegenous entrepreneurs were c

called upon to provide collateral and satisfy certian conditions9 expatriate entre

preneurs" were granted easier terms. Foreign businessmen should be required to bring
a considerable proportion of the capital they needed for their enterprises from
outside. African entrepreneurs needed facilities for export credit garantees.

Governments should create the mechanism through which entrepreneurs could take advantage

of equipment suppliers credit,

36 It was suggested that Governments should establish effective development finance
institutions or banks which would not only grant credit but also provide technical
assistance through involvement in all stages of the development of enterprises.
Development finance anstitutions assist in the acquisition of equipment at reasonable
prices after thorough research of the market, assist in the choice of technology
and help develop enterprises and in the implementation of projects.

37/ It was suggested that to facilitate the development of skills conducive to

industrial development African education systems should be reoriented to emphasis

mathematics teaching and business education in order to produce eventually the

technicians, technologists, engineering and other professional men needed in industry..

38. With respect to the grievances and problems of businessmen relating to finance,
the provision of incentive schemes and other forms of assistance, some delegates

pointed out that governments have been doing their best to help. Several institutions

have "been established "by Governments to provide assistance to businessmen. Businessmen

have been aided in the acquisition of credit and other facilities to enable them

promote their enterprises. Mention was made of investment codes which have given

tremeddous opportunities to entrepreneurs. In certain countries, ministries and

bureaux have been established for small scale industries and there were also insurance

sahemes for businessmen.
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39. The seminar discussed the economic policies of African countries since the

attainment of independence. The general trend had "been to promote the export of

raw materials3 rather than process them for local consumption. African

countries were not making good use of their abundant natural resources such as oil,

natural gas, coal3 etc. Some of the least developed economies were generously

endowed with natural resources, yet no serious efforts were "being made to develop

capabilities for the extraction and exploitation of these resources for industrial

development.

40. The physical output of goods and services called for the exploitation of a .

wide range of natural resources, and raw materials which abound in the region. It

was vital for African countries to trade among themselves and to exploit areas of

complementarity in natural resource endowment. Despite their variety of rich

natural resources, no effort was "being made in African institutions/universities to

develop studies, training and research programme for the development of these resources.

Few African.universities have training and research facilities relating to their

natural resources endowments. African countries had not yet visualized clearly

the pattern of their development and the means by which goals and objectives could

be attained. The EGA, UU specialized agencies, bilateral and multilateral organizations

have recommended several strategies or approaches to African development. These have

involved such approaches as import substitutions the quest for foreign exchange, through

the export of raw materials and technical assistance measures which had cost African

governments dearly without yielding substantial dividends. All these strategies have,

failed to promote real growth and development. There was need for a reappraisal of the

situation. The problems of African countries derive from the rapid growth of their

populations, the growth of urbanisation and its attendant problems as well as the

impact of import substitution and the brain drain. All these issues should be

viewed in an integral manner in order to formulate a more fruitful and realistic . ■

strategy.
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Programme on the Industrial Development Decade for Africa

41, The Secretariat presented a brief account of the Industrial Development

Decade for Africa. He stated that the proposals in the document were in

four parts,, namely,

Part I - Attempts to develop some concepts and to indicate a

general strategic framework which can serve as re

ference point for the decision makers in their efforts

to promote integrated and self-sustained industrializa

tion at the national, sub-regional and regional

levels.

Part II - Tries to identify the major industrial project ideas

within the priority industrial subsectors and proceeds

on basis of:

(a) priorities given in the Lagos Plan of Action;

(b) provision of inputs to other industry and economic

activities particularly agriculture;

(c) optimum utilization of domestic resources

mainly for African use, following the self-

sustainment objective;

(d) substitution of essential imported inputs in

which capabilities of member States to import are

becoming increasingly difficult,

(e) exploitation of growth promoting effects of basic

industries. This Part II also indicates the factor

input implications which form the basis for

self-reliant, self-sustaining, integrated, inter

linked and integrated development of industry. The

capabilities and capacities for the development,

promotion and implementation of projects are also

dealt with under Part II.

Part III - Makes proposals on the modalities which could be undertaken

at the national, subregional, regional and global levels

for elaborating a programme for the decade, including

appropriate machineries for co-ordinating, monitoring and

reporting on the implementation of the programme.

Part IV - Proposes a number of short-term and long-term measures for

the implementation of the decade programme. Emphasis has

been placed on actions at the national level, since it is

at the national level that the foundation for the success

of the decade will be based. Actions at the subregional,

regional and global levels are simply to reinforce those

initiated at the national level.
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42. It was pointed out that the meeting was of particular significance and

was most opportune as it was taking place at the beginning of the Industrial

Development Decade for Africa. The success of the Decade would depend on the

availability of trained manpower in technological .and other related fields.

Another highlight of the decade dealt wTth the development cf indigenous' '"

African entrepreneurs. These require net only know-how but also me basic

culture of industry. . UNIDO in particular would want to know tha problems of

African entrepreneurs What facilities were required by entrepreneurs? Were

there schemes for providing risk gvrantees. Businessmen should be aware that

there was a limit to what governments could do. Governments should, however,

create the necessary environment to generate initiative on the part of

industrialists and unless this was done the problems would increase,

43. Delegates were informed of the various services that UNIDO provided to

industrialists. Information centres had been established in a number of

capitals to provide information and guidance to businessmen. There were

also facilities for training. Arrangements could be made for a group or

groups of industrialists to visit other countries, e.g. India, Brazil,. Egypt,

Algeria to observe enterpereneurial developments and to hold discussions

with their counter parts and exchange ideas. Inrerested delegates could

write to the ECA and UNIDO to obtain more information about UNIDO's training

programmes.

44- Case studies should be prepared of selected countries in Africa where
government policies have successfully fostered indigenous entrepreneurship

and where a strong industrial sector has emerged. Study tours of industrialists

and policy makers should be arranged so as to learn from the experience of

countries within the Region which have similar socio-economic and technological

conditions.

45, The seminar discussed the proposal, by the Secretariat to establish an

African Association of Industrialists- and .Moron-nt^ Tho main objectives

of such an association would be to provide a forum for the exchange cf ideas

and experiences, to provide services to melabors and to hamenize ideas as to

how to influence governments on critical industrial issues such as the growth

of indigenious entrepreneurship and the Industrial Development Decr.de for

Africa, Such an association would provide an umbrella under which to tackle

conation problems at national, subregional, acid regional levels.

46, There was general agreement in principle regarding the validity and use

fulness of the proposals. Some delegates however, felt that since industrialists

and merchants represented different interests it might not be proper to bring

them together under one umbrella. It was also suggested that the emphasis

should be on national associations in each country. These would then form an

apex organization at the continental level.

£7,. The need to establish the Association at the regional level at this stage

was crucial because it might take countries some years to establish national

associations and this night delay the realization of the plan. UNIDO strongly

supported the establishment of the association. It was suggested that the

establishment of the association should be accepted in principls and that the ECA

and UNIDO should undertake to study the matter further in the licrht of the

discussions and to prepare appropriate documents and guidelines for consideration

at the next meeting. Detailed examination of the issue was referred to one of

the Working Groups.
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Country presentation of papers (agenda item 5)

Ethiopia -- The Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank

4?. The Agricultural and Industrial Development Bank played a major role in promoting

■the government's development programme by making available credit to entrepreneurs

and farmers both in the public and private sectors. In the industrial sector the

Bank, stimulated development by financing large- medium and small-scale projects which

are likely to contribute to the establishment of a sound industrial base. The Bank

is also involved in rendering technical advice to entrepreneurs and helping them to

place their business on a proper footing. Extensive project appraisal is undertaken

by the Bank to determine the viability of bankable projects and repayment of loans

is fixed accordingly,

Cameroon

49>> The Government was committed to the policy of industrialization and had set up

certain credit institutions and related structures specifically to that end. But these

were inadequate,. Proposals had, however, been made in the Fifth Five-Year Development

Plan for the setting up of new structures designed to improve on the services and

aid to be rendered to entrepreneurs for the development of industries. Indigenous

entrepreneurs ar,-1 businessmen had been fully associated with the drawing up of the

nation's Development Plan since the draft plan was considered by the Economic and

Social Council on which leading entrepreneurs and businessmen drawn from all parts of

the country were represented, before it was considered for adoption by the National

Assembly, The lack of information on available facilities and opportunities was,

however, a major constraint and even when decisions affecting small and medium

enterprises were taken the relevant information did not get down to those concerned.

Ivory Coast

50. At independence there were only a few indigenous businessmen and most of them

were mainly in the commercial sector. There has however been a lot of progress since

the Government took great interest in the issue of industrialization and the need to

develop indigenous entrepreneurs, oovurnmeni. has aei, up a Secretariat of State for

small-scale industries as well as a bureau for promoting small-scale entrepreneurship.

There are a number of financing institutions which operate to assist businessmen. The

investment code of Ivory Coast has opened a lot of opportunities for local businessmen

through guranteeing them exclusive areas of operation among other facilities and

advantages,

Nigeria

The r.cle of,-f.b^ Niaerian Industrial Development Bank In the Development

of Nigeria's Entrepreneurial Capability

51. Indigenous entrepreneurship in Nigeria has been stimulated by the Nigerian

Enterprises (Indigenir.ation) Act, of 1972 and 1977 which clearly demarcates and restricts

areas in which foreign citizens to secure an appreciable and increasing participation

in the growing industrial and commercial prosperity of their national economy. In this

regard the NIDB plays a vital role. It has both developmental and banking functions.
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Its development activities include the investigation of new investment opportunities
and getting businessmen to be interested in them, general assessment of the viaoility
of industrial projects and the provision of technical assistance to entrepreneurs.

The barking function of the Bank consists of making funds available for industrial

investment. ■ ■ ■

,■ The Bank was keen on the management of industrial projects which was generally .
weak due to the shortage of skilled manpower and.technicians. In this respect it
litfelt that an important service which could be rendered to i^-ous entrepreneurs
was to inprove the management capability of their enterprises. The Bank had
decentralized its activities by establishing branches in various parts of the country
and loans to indigenous entrepreneurs have increased over the years vis-a-vis loans

to foreign businessmeno

Liberia

"- Tne West African Market Research and Investment Analysis Agency (WAMARIAA) is an
t tononous body specializes in subregional market research and investment analysis.
It undertakes studies to improve the investment climate, identifies industrial

opportunities, evaluates feasibility of projects and attracts investment. It aiso
assists investors, arranges financing and undertakes studies for the improvement of-
productivity. It has also succeeded to establish a venture capital scheme to service
as a risk bearing medium for small-scale businesses. It has branches in a number

of West African countries.
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PART THREE

ORGANIZATION OF FORKING GROUPS

working croups each of which54. The seminar set up tvo

to be presided over by one o^ the two vice chairmen. Each

work in" group was expected to elect its own rapporteur. The

bureau of the working frouns were as follows:-

Chairman

^.apr>orteur

Chairman

Rapporteur

Group I

Hr. Alner Uotsh

ir. Henry P . Moses -: uyaba

Vorkin^ Group II

" Amadou

;r. Charles An yam a

Zimbabwe

L i t< e r i a

Ivory Coast

Kenya

55, Each working <*roup was assignee1' a group of topics on which

it was expected to conduct discussions, arrive at conclusions

and then come up with concrete recommendations for follow-up

actions.

PART FOUR: REPORTS OF WORKING GROUPS

Vorkin? Grour) I

56. forking Group I was assigned the task of discussing and

makinp recommendations on t-ie roles of various categories of

entrepreneurships, and also on the oro^osed Pan African Association

of Manufacturers and Merchants.

57. In considering this subject t'ie following were recommended:

Public (State) Sector Entr'epreneurship

(a) State sector is expectea to nrovide leadership role in

proper investnent selection fror sectors of the economy1,

involving enunciation of national objectives, priority

sectors, inter-relationship of activities.

(b) State sector entrepreneurship should spearhead the proper

selection of nroj ects which v/ill bring about structural

change in the economy,1 and take the lead in starting

hard core industries such as those in petals, engineering,

chemicals , etc.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(10

State sector should F>aVe conscious effort to take

the lead in locating industries in the backward

areas, especially those shunned by the private

entrepreneurs.

The entrepreneurial activities of the state sector

are exnectec1 to assist the growth of small scale

industries by exterain? infrastructural technical

and financial suprort to this sector.

State sector has a role and duty to ensure that

suitable technology is beinf used in the economy,

and must also nrovide leadershio in conforming to

acceptable standardization and quality control.

Py virtue of.its significant position in the economy,

the state sector is expected to take a lead in

industrial capal.il itv developrent, particularly

training of indigenous manpower- in technical, managerial

and operational skills.

State sector can assure a leadership role in ensuring
that appropriate industrial data and information storage

systems are established.

State enterprises should be aware of the

their potential role in the promotion of

industrial cooperation, particularly in

importance of

multinational

>asic industries

Indigenous Private Entrepreneurship

58. In considering this subj ect, the r> art ic in ants recognized the

vitel role which tlie private entrepreneurs, in collaboration with

the pullic sector, could play in industrial development. Consequently,

private entrepreneurs and the state sector must see their role as

complementary both in objectives and strategies of economie and

industrial development.

59. It is crucial that indigenous private entrepreneurs, who are

also operators and executors of industrial projects, should be

regarded as an integral part of the plannirg and implementation

process, and this calls for the strengthening of mutual confidence

and trust between government anJ entrepreneurs. There should thus

be constant articulation and coverpence of views between the

indigenous private and nu'.-lic sectors with regard to national

development objectives and coals.
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60 On their part, the private entrepreneurs_shoulo also make
txtra effort to brinp into focus the. problems impeding their
development and cooperate effectively among themselves in the

resolution of such pro'.lemr.

IP the ]ifht of the above considerations the following
areas were considered to be of importance regarding the entrepre
neurial role of the indigenous private sector:

(a) the establishment of industries which cater for mass

consumption;

the development of industrial culture and discipline
together with consciousness of the importance of
proper project identification, selection, reflected

particularly in their decisions based strictly on

economic criteria;

(c) mobilization of domestic savinps for industrial
development, which otherwise would remain idle;

fd) provision of maximum service* to the peasants and
workers through expanded network of production and
distribution system for consumer woods;

(el promotion of export-oriented production activities
to increase foreirn exchange earnings for acnieving
self-reliance; thus giving a relief to the tax payers;

(f) iiTiPlcmentipr government policies especially as
embodied in inaustrial strategy;

(p) peneratinp employment through application of
appropriate technology; ,

(h) producing inputs reouired by the■larBe-scale industrial

state enterprises;

(i) supplementing and complimenting efforts in the
1 } industrialization process; uti 1 izihf; local "*'»

develo^in- technologies; increasing manpower cap
upgrading human skills; producing local factor inputs, etc

Entrepreneurial ?lo-l.e of qoint Ventures

62. The participants took note of the fact that patterns of
joint ventures could be aroused into four major categories, namely

(i) Domestic joint ventures;

(ii) International ioint verdures:

fiiii Joint ventures amor.* developing countries;
(iv) Joint ventures anon? African countries themselves.
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63. Some of the identified areas in which joint venture entre-

preneurship could contribute to accelerated industrial development,

were recommended as follows:

(9) Particularly where a foreign partner is involved,
there is the added advantage for the host country

to have access to tools and skills for proper project
preparation, staMe supply °^ raw materials, equipment,
plant and machinery and procurement arrangements;

fc) Joint venture entrep-eneurship, if properly negotiated
and executed, should act as a conduit for acquisition

of management-know-how and for an absorption of the
complex' system of'modern entrepreneurial endeavour,
including also the progressive training of local staff

for responsiMe positions;

(d) Joint ventures in Africa could assume an effective
leadership role for effective technology transfer and:

its successful absorption;

(e) The pooling of resources among partners could also
provide a leadership role for ^arketing opportunities,

including intra-African and/or export oriented industries;

(f) Joint ventures.could be instrumental in setting up

optimum sized plants.

Fntre^reneurial I.ole of Foreign Investors

64. Although tensions associated -*ith foreign enterprises have
been somewhat similar from one country to another the participants
acknowledged that the entrepreneurial role of foreign investment
is useful in various areas. In view of this, the following

recommendations were made:

(a) Employment generation. *>y the entrepreneurial role of
foreign investment appears to be generally positive,

■ though-modest, in the context of the total economy, due
to preference for capital intensive technology;

(b) Contribution to local managerial capabilities development

throuRh the role of foreign investment coula oe saia to
be positive, uut the process has not been significant;
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(c) Provided local entrepreneurship development of technology

by foreign investors makes a significant impact foreign

entrepreneurs could play a crucial role in importation

of technologies not developed in the host country;

(d) The potential of foreign investors for their more

positive contribution in establishing full facilities

for R M in the host country has still to be exploited;

(e) With careful study of areas suitable for foreign

investors and proper guidelines of activities opened to

them, great potential exists for foreign investors to

contribute to national priorities;

(f) Foreign entrepreneurial leadership in efficient

management provides a healthy competition to indigenous

state and private entrepreneurs;

(f) Ey virtue of their external business connexions many

foreign companies could nrovide leadership in external

. mobilization of resources in favour of the host country;

(h) Because or their earlier start in industrial enterprises,

information systems in foreign enterprises is we 11

organized. This is an area in which foreign enterprises

can contribute very substantially to development of

local entrepreneurs;

(i) Foreign investors could be beneficial to local

entrepreneurship development by promoting industrial

culture, including systems of investment analysis;

production manajienent; inventory control; corporate

planning; marketing, etc.

Role of Small-scale Entrepreneurship

65. The participants recognized the undisputed fact than the

growth in the number and quality of small-scale enterprises is

one of the prerequisites for the survival of any economy. They

recognized too that s^all-scale industries function as a training

ground for entrepreneurs who can thus be developed through doing.

By their growth and spread and contribution to direct productive

activities, small-scale entrepreneurs could help the economy in the
following:
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(a) creating and spreadinr new employment opportunities

over the entire spectrum of tlie economy at minimum

capital expenditure;

(*:) improving cua.litv o^ labour and other skills through

practical experience which could "^e used by relatively

large-scale industries at sone loiter staqe;

(c) introducing new supply for basic products w'-iich never
existed before and thereby assisting tc improve the

standards of living of the people, particularly in
the rural areas;

(d) promoting the use of locally available rav, material;

e.?. production of bricks or other building material;

foodstuffs; implements: utensils; etc.

(e) opening new venues for the promotion of labour-intensive

export products, e.p. carvin.ps; ivory art works; carpets;
etc.

(-C) increasing capital flows into sub-sectors which otherwise
would not have attracted any kind of modern capital;

(") peneratinp; innovative ideas for economic activities,

especially introduction of new modern technology and

know-how where it was previously unknown;

(h) with his advantage for a realistic Perception of local

cultural environment and assessment of local demand, a

small-scale entrepreneur could easily fill the gap

which cannot be satisfied from a national overview.
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Report of Working Group II

C Group II was assigned the task of discussing and making recommendations on the

Development of Indigenous Entrepreneurship.

67, The Committee had before it documentation prepared by the ECA Secretariat

including the basic working document prepared fcy an ECA consultant. These documents

were examined and used as guidelines for the purpose of reaching conclusions on the

formulation of recommendations on the subjects.

1. .The development of industrial entrepreneurship in.the Public Sector?-

(/■ In discussing the above mentioned topic, the group observed, among other issues,

that setting up of state corporations by and larcre are influeneed by political consi

derations even where such industries or services could be more successfully implemented

..by the private sector with minimum government support. Therefore, before a state

enterprise is set up a feasibility study must be undertaken by indigenous professionals.

■'■''. Also the discussions highlighted, two main issues, the problem of decision

structure and investment criteria versus the concept of efficiency. Delegates therefore

agreed on the followinc recommendations %

(a) Clear objectives and policy guidelines should be given by the governments,

and mechanisms for monitoring and reporting performance be incorporated in the

structure of state enterprises;

(b) As far as possible, a realistic definition of commercial and socio-economic

objectives should be given as guidelines for future measurement of performance

of each enterprise;

(c) Decision structures and investment criteria should be such as to give ample

autonomy and therefore corresponding accountability in the decision making

process and performance without losing, sight of maximizing efficiency;

(d) In planning and operation of state enterprises clear and realistic pricing

policy guidelines should be set out;

(e) State enterprises should promote diversification throuah sub-contracting and

contracting arrangements with smaller enterprises where they could guarantee

the purchases of their products as well as assist in the procurement of inputc;

(f) Provision should be made for injecting independent competent business people

in the boards of Directors and managements of state corporations;

(g) Efforts should be made to staff state enterprises with just enough suitably

. qualified personnel;
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(h) State corporations should make greater use of indigenous professional

consultancy services wit1? a view to obtaininq rnoro relevant advices reflecting

actual conditions7 thus lessening dependence on foreign consultants and

saving much needed foreign exchange;

(i) State enterprises, individually or jointlyP should oraanize study tours to

similar state enterprises in other countries vit^.in or outside the African region,

with a. vievr to learnina from sucessful state enterprises in other developing

countries. &fter these study tours, the state enterprises involved should organize

national seminars on the lessons learned from the tours, including considerations

of technical assistance from the enterprises visited, joint ventures with them,

etc.

2. DeYjglopinent of Indigenous Private Entrepreneurship

70. Delegates were of the opinion that in many cases private indigenous entrepreneurs

had been neglected by the state. Where incentives are given, this is done grudgingly,

Consenquently, delegates recommended that:-

(a) Provision should be made- to include private sector representatives and other

indigenous private entrepreneurs in the formulation of government's industrial

and commercial policies?

(b) Governments should set up institutions such as industrial development boards or

Centres with private sector representatives, from which potential indigenous

entrepreneurs can obtain appropriate information on investment opportunities;

this would include also project profiles and even feasibility studies at

nominal costs;

(c) Governments should provide a coordinating machinery v?hich would prevent the

possibility of excessive duplication in the choice of products manufactured;

(d) Governments should sot up an export promotion body or strengthen existing ones

to help find markets for the locally manufactured products by private enter

prises;

(e) Governments should set up export financing and export credit guarantee schemes

to help exp-vt insurance finance of private enterprise;

(f) Where bi -or multilateral payments arrangements do not exist between trading

states, efforts should be made to establish such arrangements;

(g) Industrial development financino institutions should not only provide loans to

indigenous entrepreneurs but they should also assist then to implement the

projects through the various stages of involvement i.e. feasibility studies,

negotiations, management,, advisory services, etc.
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(h) Governments should give assistance in the identification, selection and procurement

of raw materials, givinq preference to locallv available sources within the

African region;

(i) Governments should assist entrepreneurs in the search and procurement of equipments,

technology, know how and the commercialization of research results, particularly

in the adaptation, adoption and development of industrial technology;

(j) Governments should take a new approach in formulating their educational systems

by emphasizing practical- technical training related to the needs of industrial

production, in this respect the industrial entrepreneur should bring their influence

to bear on the governements;

(k) Taking into consideration the traditional role of women as entrepreneurs, women should

be encouraged and fully involved in industrial entrepreneural schemes in the

traditional a.s well as in the modern sector.

3. Small-scale Industry Entrepreneurship

73_# The Committee examined the above mentioned topic and while recongnizing the

important role it plays in every sector of the economy observed the urgent need to

deyelop adequate consideration to- improving the developments of management, technology,

finance, organization, marketing and other economic aspects of the small-scale

industry sector in which the bulk of the private indigenous entrepreneurs are

involved.

Consequently, the committee recommended the following;

(a) Governments should take adequate measures to popularize the need of developing

small-scale industries especially through mass media, other national campaigns and

publicity;
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(b) Governments should set up industrial clinics which would serve the
interests of small enterprises and entrepreneurs and ensure their
successful conception and implementation;

(c) Large private and public enterprises should encourage the development
of small enterprises by way of subcontracting the production of

components, parts or pi edging, etc. and also assisting these small
enterprises to improve their system and standards of production, marketing

etc. i

(d) Appropriate specialized financing institutions for small enterprises
should be set up where they do not exist and should not limit themselves
only to the granting of soft loans but should also undertake follow-up

actions which include appropriate assistance at all stages of project
implementation. Such assistance should include, among others, feasibility

studies, planning, selection and procurement of equipment, consultancy

services, management, etc. Governments should also improve, where they
exist, or develop, where they do not, infrastructural facilities such as

industrial estates, R & D, testing facilities, banking, etc;

(e) National;committees for small-scale industries should be established
by Governments, -Such committees should comprise a cross-tsection of
experts from- the productive sectoral ministries and representatives of small-
scale entrepreneurs with mandate-, +o formulate proposals for solving current

problems of small enterpreneurs;

(f) Adequate and appropriate schemes should be developed to identify and train
suitable indigenous officials who will undertake industrial extension and
other services to develop small enterprises. Such training may take the form
of attending courses in specialized institutions, in the job training^

exchange :visit programmes, group seminars,:etc.;

(g) Training schemes should aj_jo bs developed for training small-scale
industrial entrepreneurs. Such schemes should include mobile workshops^

local group seminars, on the job training, etc. In this connexion, African

training institutions should devise systems of training which will

encourage the generation of indigenous entrepreneurs in industry;

(h) Appropriate information mechanisms should also be developed to assist small
entrepreneurs to be well informed not only of national activities in

their sphere of business but also international activities whereby they can

be in contact with their counterparts and exchange their experiences for

their mutual benefits;

(i) Governments should, jointly or individually, prepare directories on project
profiles, indicating broad technical and financial paremeters of relevant or
priority projects including approximate capital cost, returnon investment,^
availability of raw materials, size of market, sources of equipment, etc.s ror

use of entrepreneurs at the small-scale level;

(j) Special institutions should be created to act as marketing agency for

the products of small-scale entrepreneurs.
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k. Measures for improving the performance_of .joint ventrues and en^repreneurship

72. The development of industrial capabilities of local enterprises and joint
ventures in African countries is g§ longer controversial. But the instrumental
development policies for promoting, industrial development may vary from country to

country depending on the social, political and cultural economic "background of

each country. These elements constitute the focus of government policies and
goals for their societies. Although there are these differences in economic
philosophies, there are evidences that joint ventures can play inevitable role in
the industrialisation process of African countries. Measures for promoting entre-

preneurship through joint ventures are all aimed at increasing the development of

political, economic arid social parameters. These measures are intended in the,
final analysis to achieve the following objectives:

- to acquire capital and technology;

- to improve management skills:

- to generate maximum benefits to the national economy

at minimum costs;

73. designing and formulating an industrial strategy through joint venture

entrepreneurship is a task which involves:

(i) assessment of expected benefits of joint ventures with the political
social interest of the country:

(ii) calculation of implications of foreign exchange;

(iii) the pattern of management and ownership;

(iv) the manner of operations of the ventures.

74. Delegate recognized the differences in the political environments among African
countries and appreciated that no uniform measures of national support could be decided
to be applied by all African countries. An important aspect which arose from tee

seminar was that there was need to improve the negotiating capabilities for joint
ventures of all local agents engaged in industrial promotion.

75. The specific measures recommended by the delegates after examining the basic
document in detail covered the following spectrum:

1. the formulation of a proper and fair joint venture agreement •,

2. regarding equity participationby the foreign partner;

3. choice and periodic updating of technology based on its adaptation to local

needs;

U. the training of local personnel policies and manuals-^

5. the determination of various financial parameters in the working of

joint ventures-,

6. the determination of guidelines for marketing strategies;,
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7; - formulation-of policy.guidelines on industries considered suitable for

domestic and international joint ventures;,

8. development of local capacity for joint venture negotiations;

9. encouragement by government in the- formation of domestic joint
venture to maximize the benefits of economies of scale?

10. promotion of national, subregional, regional and international
joint ventures among developing countries;

11. exchange of experience amon^ African countries with respect

to formulation of joint venture agreements;

12. use of local institutions in joint venture negotiations;

13. use of manuals on technology transfer," joint venture, agreement, ^

etc. prepared by UNIDO, UHCTAD, Centre for Transnational Corporation etc
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76. The delegates recognized the need for the establishment of a national

machinery for votting or assisting in formulating joint venture agreements.

5. Foreign Investors and EntreprenenpshrE

77. Foreign investors and entrepreneurship from developed countries can be

useful instruments of expanding sales both in the home markets and in

foreign markets. It was agreed by the delegates that foreign enterprises

were generally very useful instruments for breaking into the overseas markets

of the foreign investors, thus creating export opportunities for African

countries in addition to satisfying their import substitution aims. It was

emphasised that since foreign investments may not take into consideration

national interests, it was desirable that governments formulate clear

policies and guidelines with respect to sectors or activities open to foreign

investments and entrepreneurship.

76. In the light of the discussion on this subject, the delegates made the

following recommendations?

(i) In order to maximize the mutual net benefits of foreign invest

ments and entrepreneurship, African countries should formulate

or establish at national level a Liaison Committee between the

planning authority and bodies which represent foreign investors

and entrepreneurs. The Committee should serve to establish real

contacts and review the problems of foreign investors;

Governments should carry out subsectoral industrial studies

with a view to identifyincr desirable activities for foreign

investments,

Governments should formulate legislation which control the

activities of foreign investments;

Schemes of appropriate incentives should be devised to

ensure that the oains of such investments accrue to

both parties.

(ii) Government should stipulate clear policies with regard to incentives

for attracting foreign investments and entrepreneurs particularly

with respect tor

tax relief

- profit and dividend repatriation

tax concessions on importation of machinery, equipment

and spare parts as well as other priveleges

- marketing protection incentives.

(iii) Public policy should be clearly spelt out with regard to:

development of indigenous technoloaies

importing of technical and managerial skills

importation of second hand plants

- processing local raw materials
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- training industrial manpower

- development of priority industries in collaboration with

foreign investors.

Civ) Removal of existing institutional and other disincentives

(v) Information data on locally available raw materials and energy should

be maintained and updated as frequently as possible with a view to

furnishing useful data to potential foreign investors.

(vi) Market incentives should be re--examined with a view to adopting

suitable fiscal measures such as taxes and import duties on raw

materials and finished products in order to promote or encourage

local manufacturing

(vii) Government should establish guidelines and machinery for assisting

negotiations for establishing foreign investments in African

countries

(viii) Government policy with respect to foreign investments should have

a bias of encouraging foreign investors to set up activities for

manufacturinn imported raw materials and components used in

assembling industries

(ix) Government should re-stress the policy on training of local

personnel and also should create machinery for supervising

manpower training in all industrial disciplines

(x) Recruitment policy for staffing senior positions in foreign

owned enterprises should be formulated by aovernment and the

machinery for its enforcement should be devised by Governments

(xi) The criteria for assessing the net gains to the host governments

to be derived from foreign investments should always be

established

(xii) Mechanism should be created to discourage practices by which

finished products are imported duty'free while ingredients

and components for local processing, fabrication or assembly

carry heavy duties. This frustrates local industrialization

(xiii) Foreign investors and entrepreneurs should always be required

to use local raw materials whenever they are available.
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6. Proposed Pan-African Association of Manufacturers and Merchants

79, The draft constitution for the proposed Pan-African Association of Industrialists

and Merchants was considered by the group. The Concept was accepted subject to

certain reservations= Some participants felt that since the focus of the seminar was

on industrial entrepreneurship and sines many African countries already has specialized

association, there was a need for an association which would cater for the specialized

needs of industrial manufactures at the regional level. On the other hand there was

need for a broader forum for businessmen from all sectors to get together at the

regional level. Hence a Pan African Businessmen's Association which would also include

the envisaged Federation of African Chamber of Commerce was proposed.

80« Following the views expressed by the group, the following recommendations were

conveyed to the Plenary:

(a) two associations should be formed

(i) Pan African Businessmen's association

(ii) African manufacturers association

(b) a constitution should be drafted for each of the above mentioned

associations using the ECA draft as a basis.

(c) an interim committee of the nine countries represented at the seminar- (one

from each country) was set up as follows . '

Chairman:

1st Vice Chairman

2nd Vice Chairman

Secretary

Treasurer

Member

Mr. Betru Gebregziabhere

Vice President Ethiopian Chamber of

Cornmcrce/and President

Mr. Abner Botsh

President-Associated Chambers of

Commerce of Zimbabwe

Mr. Diong Amadou

Charge dJEtudes des la Politique

Industrielle Cote d'Tvoire

Mr. Henry Peter Moses-Nuyaba

President and Chairman Management

Directorate

Mr. Mohamed Alnaas

Member of the Foreign Investments Co,

Ethiopian Libyan Sugar Co.

Chief Victor E. Mukete

Vice President Chamber of Commerce

Industry and Mines

Ethiopia

P.O. Box

Addis Ababa

Zimbabwe

P.O. Box ST.235

Southern

Salisbury

Ivory Coast

B.P. V65

Abidjan

Liberia

P.O. Box 2836

Monrovia

Libya

Cameroon

c/o Cameroon'"Dev.

Corporation

Victoria

Member Mr. A. Kwame Pianim

Executive Chairman, Management and

Investment Consultants

Ghana

P.O. Box 11950

Accra
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Kenya

Addis Ababa

Nigeria

P.O. Box 2357

Lagos

Member - Mr. Charles Anyarna

Commercial Attache

Kenya Embassy

Member - Mr. J.A. Olugbenle

Deputy General Manager

Nigerian Industrial Development

Bank Ltd.

(d) the committee's terms of reference should be as follows:

(i) to prepare draft constitutions for the two associations;

(ii) to propose a secretarial and organizational set up for the

association;

(iii) to propose alternative sites for the secretariat;

(iv) to solicit opinion and membership from the various African

States; . .

(v) to convene a meeting which will formally approve and adopt the

constitutions and;

(vi) to seek assistance from ECA, OAU, ILO, ITC, UNIDO and other

international organizations to finance the preparatory activities

leading to the formation of the associations.
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LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

ETHIOPIA

1. Mr. Betru Gebrerziabhere

2. Mr. Girma Se^eye .

3. Mr. Amanuel Meconnen

h. i.ir. Tequabo las.u

5. Mr. Teshome Ademetegne

6. Ms. Gennet Yirga

7. Mr. Berhane Gila

8. Capt. Getachev \Je. Mariam

9. Mr. Kidane Biadgo

10. Mr. Adam Tesfamariam

11. Major Assefr. Ayele

12. Mr. Kassahun Jembere'

13. Dr. Merresha Gebrehiwet

lh. Mr. Addis Alemayehou

Vice President, Ethiopian Chamber of
Conneroe and President, Addis Ababa

Chpnber of rorimerce, P.O. Box 5», Addis Ababa

Ethiopian Men.t Corporation

F,0o Bo>: 5579.-. Addis .Abata

Assistant Vanaper, Awraris Shoe Factory

Secretary GenerrJ., Asmara Chamber of

Commerce, P.O. Box 85O3 Asmara

Secretary General, Jimma Chamber of
Co?nmerce s Jimma

Acting Head, Smll-ScrJ.e Projects Division,
Industry Department, Agricultural

and Industrial Development Bank*
P,0. Box 1900, Addis Ahaba

Secretary General, Addis Ababa Chamber

of Commerce- P.O. Box 2453, Addis Ababa

Director, Neon"Addis AJVt. Ltd.
Co., Po0, Box 1025, Addis Ababa

General T^.r.«-er, Taxudernu-Producer
Co-operative Society, P.O. Eox 754,

Addis Ababa

Assistant Secretary General., Dire Dawa

Chamber of feineroe, P,0. Box Ip8 »
Dire Daua

t^-vt dnQrr.i Gondar Chamber cf

Cormaerce, P.O. Box 50, Gondar

Head, Co-ordination Department,

Ethiopian Chamber of Commerce
P.O. Box 517, Addis Ababr.

Vice-president- Addis Ababa Chamber of

Commerce and "lana^in^ Director of
Wonderland Tours and Motels Co.

HASIDA (Ethiopia), P.O. Bex 5758.
Addis Ababa
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15„ Mr. Seid

GHANA

16. Mr. A. Kwame Pianim

IVORY COAST

17. Mr. Aby Beuqre Leon

18 . Mr. Diong Amadou

KENYA

19 . Mr. Charles Anyaraa

LIBERIA

20 • Mr- James Z. >3omoh

21 . Mr. Henry Peter Mosses-Vuyaba

LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA.

22. Mr. Sadik M. Ben Sadik

23. Mr. Mohamed. ™orgham

24. Mr. Mohamed Alnaas

NIGERIA

25. Mr-.- J. A. Oluabenle

Secretary General, Baher Dar Chamber

of Commerce, Baher Dar

Executive Chairman, Management and

Investment Consultants,

T.O. -jo;c 119G0, Accra, Ghana

Anbassade de Cote d'lvcire

Addis Ababa

Charge d'Etudes de la Politique

Industrielle5 The Ivory Coast

B.P. V65, Abidjan

Commercial attache'. Kenya Embassy.

Addis Ababa

West African Harket Research and

Investment Analysis Agencys

P.O. Box 2836, Monrovia

anc1 Chairman Management

Directorate Wamariaa,

P.O. Box 2336, Monrovia

Member of the People's Bureau of the Libyan

Arab Jamchiriya

Secretary- High Popvl^r Committee, the
Libyan Arab Jaroahxriya

Member of the Foreign Investments Co.,

Chairman, Ethiopian-Libyan

Suaar Co.

Deputy General Manager, Nigerian

Industrial Development Bank Ltd.

P.O. Box 2357, Lagcs



UNITED REPUBLIC OF CAMEROON

26. Chief Victor E. Mukete

27. Mr. Rbara Dibaki fiugustin

ZIMBABWE

28. Mr. k.t. Wutambire

29. Mr. Abner Botsh
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Vice-President Chamber of Commerce

Industry and Mines

c/o Cameroon Development Corporation

Victoria

Director. Cameroon Building Construction

B.P. 667, Yaounde

Standard Bank Manager, P.O. Box 373,

Salisbury

President, Associated Chambers of

Commerce of Zimbabwe* P.O. Box

ST.235, Southertons Salisbury


